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In this work, we propose a new algorithm for defining intonation
curves from selected units in a non-uniform units-based text-tospeech synthesis system. Since the main trend in a non-uniform
units-based system is to select the best and modify the least to
achieve highly natural synthetic speech, the target intonation
imposed on units is of great importance. We propose a ‘shiftonly’ algorithm to re-define target intonation from selected units,
which does not modify the general prosodic characteristics
(micro-prosody, melodic movements) of units, while efficiently
reducing F0 discontinuities at concatenation points. For the
operation, a cost function is defined as a summation of
discontinuities and shifts scaled by durations of the units.
Minimizing this function for the shift variable, we optimize
minimum shift and minimum discontinuity constraints.
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shifts have been introduced and a penalty value for shifting
operation. The penalty value is calculated as the sum of all shifts,
scaled with the duration of units. Then this function is minimized
for the shift variable to perform maximum discontinuity
reductions with minimum shifts. With this operation some of the
discontinuities can be removed without degrading the quality of
concatenated speech units. The penalty value included in the
function guarantees that smaller units are shifted most of the time.
When the modification is audible, it is most often rated as an
improvement. The amount of improvement in quality, however,
depends on the actual pitch curves of selected units.
Informal listening has been performed with small phrases of
synthetic speech. The quality of synthetic speech highly depends
on the algorithms used to alter prosody and perform
concatenation. In our tests, the popular TD-PSOLA algorithm [7]
is used as the signal synthesizer, which does not perform any
spectral smoothing at concatenation boundaries. Therefore our
tests only address pitch discontinuities.
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The recent improvements in the unit selection and corpus
preparation technology showed that very high quality synthetic
speech can be produced with a ‘select the best, modify the least’
paradigm [1,2,3,4,5,6]. An important factor to the naturalness of
resultant synthetic speech is the target intonation curves imposed
on units.
Though the unit selection module of such a system tries to
guarantee F0 continuity at concatenation boundaries by including
actual pitch values in target cost and pitch discontinuities in
concatenation cost functions [6], some discontinuities exist if
original pitch curves are directly concatenated to produce a target
intonation. The amount of discontinuities depends highly on the
selection criteria and also on the prosodic coverage of the corpus.
Corpus preparation becomes quite complex when prosodic
coverage is of interest. Imposing target intonation computed by
an NLP module has its own problems and the natural character of
units gets degraded depending on the distance between the actual
and target pitch curves.
In this work, we propose the following approach to re-define the
target pitch curve after the units have been selected. A cost
function is defined as a summation of discontinuities after vertical
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In a non-uniform units-based system, various length audio chunks
are selected from a large speech corpus and concatenated to
synthesize high quality natural speech. The concatenation
algorithms are designed to modify the selected chunks and
concatenate them such that the existing discontinuities (like
energy, pitch, formant, voice quality discontinuities) at
concatenation boundaries are reduced with smallest possible
degradation in naturalness of chunks. One of the important issues
of this operation is re-definition of intonation curves to reduce
pitch discontinuities while keeping quality of audio chunks
undistorted.
An important dimension of degradation introduced by alteration
of an intonation curve is the distance between the actual and
target melodic movements. Therefore, we have designed our
smoothing algorithm based on constant pitch shifting on blocks
of speech for smoothing pitch discontinuities.
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In our shift-only approach, it is advantageous to apply smoothing
Minimizing this function is equivalent to simultaneously
on small speech segments rather than on whole sentences due to
minimizing each sum, which leads to the following system of
increased computational load and difficulty in controlling
equations for the operation:
dynamics of sentence level intonation movements. Thus, the first
step of the smoothing operation is to determine the boundaries of
(7 0 HQ + V Q ) − (7 0 EQ +1 + V Q +1 ) = 0
smoothing areas on the sequences of audio chunks. We assume
Q = 1,2,3..... − 1
that pitch discontinuities at unvoiced phonemes are of least
importance. Therefore, unvoiced unit boundaries are taken as
borders for each separate smoothing operation. We call these
N * VQ * G Q = 0
smoothing areas minimization ranges (Fig1).
Q = 1,2,3....
Shifting blocks are formed by grouping consecutive units in each
minimization range. Then for each minimization range, the
and the matrix representation of the formulations is as follows:
vertical pitch shifts to be applied on smoothing blocks are
calculated by a minimization operation explained in the next
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section.
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During synthesis, no pitch modifications will be applied to
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The following function (+) has been defined as a measure of
combined discontinuity and shift penalties for a sequence of .
units;
. −1

.

Q =1

Q =1

For .!, the number of equations is higher than the number of
unknowns and a classical Linear Least Squares solution is
appropriate (for . , the shift is simply zero) :

+ = ∑ DEV ((7 0 HQ + V Q ) − (7 0 EQ +1 + V Q +1 )) + N * ∑ DEV ( V Q * G Q )

G =
Q

GXUDWLRQ

−>

Q

The weighting factor N is manually set by trial and error. This
factor serves as a measure of penalization of the shifts to be
applied. It can be set according to the post-processing applied
after shifting. This is discussed in the next section.
In the figure below, an example of original 7curves of units and
new intonation curve obtained by the shifting operation are
presented (s1 and s6 are unvoiced chunks).

Q

∑ GXUDWLRQ
L

−>

V = ( $ 7 * $) −1 ( $ 7 * G )

L

=1

where 7 0 HQ is the final pitch period value estimate of the Qth unit
and 7 0 EQ is the initial pitch period value estimate, which are both
obtained after median filtering few points at boundaries of the
unit. VQ is the shift to be applied to Qth unit, N is a weighting
factor for determining relative importance of shift penalty in the
function and G Q is its duration scaled by the total duration of the
speech segment.
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As the next step, smoothing is applied at boundaries where pitch
discontinuities still exist after the shifting operation. From many
possible smoothing functions, we use linear distribution of pitch
discontinuity to left and right units (the region of interpolation is
set as one third of each unit). The problem is similar to that of
spectral smoothing, therefore other smoothing algorithms may be
successfully applied (as the control of formant dynamics in [9]).
 /,67(1,1*7(676

Figure 1:7FXUYHSORWVEHIRUHDQGDIWHUVKLIWLQJRSHUDWLRQ
VKLIWVDUHLQGLFDWHGRQRULJLQDOFXUYHV 
The shifts calculated depend on the actual T0 curves of the
selected units (therefore, on the unit selector and on the speech
corpus) and not all of the discontinuities can be removed with the
proposed method. The following figure presents an example
chunk with a high degree of 7 discontinuity between units. The
shifting operation reduces the discontinuity but some disturbing
discontinuities still remain in synthetic speech.

Figure 2: ) FXUYH SORWV IRU D FKXQN ZLWK VHYHUH SLWFK
GLVFRQWLQXLWLHV VRPH RI WKH GLVFRQWLQXLWLHV DUH UHGXFHG
ZLWKWKHVKLIWLQJDOJRULWKP 
Clearly, importing this idea in the unit selector itself might still
increase the profit of the shifting operation: sequences of units for
which F0 shift can be effectively applied should be preferred to
sequences for which important discontinuities cannot be
removed. This will be subject of further research in our group.

Informal listening tests (preference tests) are performed with
small phrases of synthetic speech produced with target pitch
curves obtained by
i) concatenating actual pitch curves of the selected units,
ii) concatenating shifted pitch curves of the selected units.
The selection algorithm included the following criterions for
selection: context, duration and average F0 matching for target
cost and F0 continuity for concatenation cost. A French female
speech corpus of 60 minutes is used as the speech database.
A number of long sentences were synthesized and phrases where
some shifting is applied are chosen as test examples. No postprocessing is applied, to be able to judge just the shift algorithm,
and the N factor was set to 0.6.
Speech is synthesized with the popular TD-PSOLA algorithm and
there was no spectral smoothing involved at concatenation
boundaries. The pitch marks are estimated by calculating time
locations where the phase of the first harmonic is zero by a
harmonic analyzer [14] with the assumption that the high-energy
portions of the speech signals will be close to high-energy
portions of the first few harmonics and the phase information may
provide necessary information for synchronization of overlap add
operation [10].
20 listeners (with no experience in listening to text-to-speech
synthesis) were asked to report their choices through a web based
testing interface (AB test) for 14 pairs of small synthetic speech
phrases. They were asked to listen to examples as much as they
need to be able to make a choice according to the naturalness of
examples and they were not allowed to state equivalence. The
overall preference of the shifted-smoothed examples was 75%.
Most of the listeners have reported that for some examples the
quality differences were obvious and for some examples they
could not figure any difference.
 ',6&866,21
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In this paper, a new algorithm for re-defining target pitch curves
is presented. The listening tests showed that some of the pitch
discontinuities at concatenation boundaries could be reduced
without degrading the intrinsic quality of units, thereby making
synthetic phrases more natural. The degree of quality
improvement depends highly on the actual intonation
characteristics of the selected units. Further research will include
a joint implementation of the presented algorithm within a unit
selection system.
The algorithm could also be used for generating intonation
contours for diphone-based synthesis where corpus based
methods are used to select intonation chunks and obtain a natural
intonation curve by concatenating these chunks [11,12].

The proposed algorithm removes many discontinuities in the F0
curves, but depending on the selected units, a drawback exists;
some unexpected pitch movements can be produced (for example
if three units have the same rise characteristics and they are
shifted for guaranteeing pitch continuity a long rising intonation
may be created). For avoiding this problem the weighting factor N
can be increased such that shift penalties are dominant in the cost
function. This however will limit not only large shifts but also the
small shifts. For this reason, we relaxed the weighting factor to
0.6 (which is manually set by trial and error) and the shifts to be
applied are filtered by limiting them within thresholds (set as
frequency ratios).
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